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Abstract

Caenorhabditis elegans early embryos generate cell-specific transcriptomes despite lacking active
transcription. This presents an opportunity to study mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulatory control.
In seeking the mechanisms behind this patterning, we discovered that some cell-specific mRNAs accumulate
non-homogenously within cells, localizing to membranes, P granules (associated with progenitor germ cells in
the P lineage), and P-bodies (associated with RNA processing). Transcripts differed in their dependence on
3’UTRs and RNA Binding Proteins, suggesting diverse regulatory mechanisms. Notably, we found strong but
imperfect correlations between low translational status and P granule localization within the progenitor germ
lineage. By uncoupling these, we untangled a long-standing question: Are mRNAs directed to P granules for
translational repression or do they accumulate there as a downstream step? We found translational repression
preceded P granule localization and could occur independent of it. Further, disruption of translation was
sufficient to send homogenously distributed mRNAs to P granules. Overall, we show transcripts important
for germline development are directed to P granules by translational repression, and this, in turn, directs
their accumulation in the progenitor germ lineage where their repression can ultimately be relieved.

Summary

Maternally loaded mRNAs localize non-homogeneously within C. elegans early embryos correlating with
their translational status and lineage-specific fates.

Introduction 1

The progression of life from two parental gametes into a developing embryo involves the transfer of gene 2

expression responsibilities from the parental to zygotic genomes. In animals, a feature of this 3

maternal-to-zygotic transition is a pause in transcription in late oogenesis, through fertilization, and during 4

the first stages of zygotic development. Only after repression is relieved can the zygote’s genome 5

autonomously transcribe [Hamm and Harrison, 2018,Robertson and Lin, 2015,Schulz and Harrison, 6

2019,Vastenhouw et al., 2019]. At this point, cell-specific promoter activity can diversify cell-specific 7

transcriptomes through differential de novo production of mRNAs. However, before that point, any 8

cell-specific differences in transcriptomes only arise through post-transcriptional mechanisms acting on 9

mRNAs inherited from the parental gametes. 10
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In Caenorhabditis elegans, transcriptional repression initiates in late oogenesis by an unknown 11

mechanism [Gibert et al., 1984,Walker et al., 2007], but is sustained in post-fertilization stages by 12

sequestration of transcriptional machinery to the cytoplasm [Guven-Ozkan et al., 2010]. Transcription 13

resumes two-hours post-fertilization, initiating in the somatic cells of 4-cell embryos and culminating in the 14

P4 cell of the primordial germ lineage (P lineage) at the 28-cell stage [Seydoux and Fire, 1994,Seydoux et al., 15

1996]. The P lineage is last to initiate transcription as it maintains transcriptional repression longer than 16

somatic cells through inhibition of RNA Pol II initiation and elongation [Seydoux et al., 1996,Batchelder 17

et al., 1999,Zhang et al., 2003,Ghosh and Seydoux, 2008,Guven-Ozkan et al., 2010] and reviewed in 18

[Robertson and Lin, 2015]. 19

Even in the absence of de novo zygotic transcription, the transcriptomes of early C. elegans blastomeres 20

diversify. Single-cell resolution RNA-seq assays have determined that after the initial mitotic event, the two 21

daughter cells (AB and P1) contain 80 AB-enriched and 201 P1-enriched transcripts distinguishing 22

them [Osborne Nishimura et al., 2015]. Single-cell transcriptome profiles of blastomeres through the first four 23

cell divisions identified additional maternally inherited transcripts with biased representation in different 24

lineages [Tintori et al., 2016]. These cell-specific transcripts likely arise through post-transcriptional 25

mechanisms such as differential rates of mRNA decay, mRNA stabilization, or by movement (active or 26

passive) of transcripts into distinct regions of dividing cells. 27

Interestingly, there is no reason a priori for transcriptome diversification to be required for cell-specific 28

protein production. Translational control is thought to play the major role in driving protein production 29

during germline development [Merritt et al., 2008] and into early embryogenesis. Indeed, a major class of 30

mutants that affect early cell fate development are cell-specific RNA Binding Proteins (RBPs), whose target 31

transcripts are translated with spatiotemporal specificity [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Jadhav et al., 32

2008,Oldenbroek et al., 2012,Oldenbroek et al., 2013]. 33

Still, the mRNA that encodes NEG-1 (Negative Effect on Gut development, a cell fate determinant) has 34

an anterior bias preceding anterior NEG-1 protein production, suggesting that biases in mRNA can precede 35

or even be amplified at the translation step [Elewa et al., 2015,Osborne Nishimura et al., 2015]. For these 36

reasons, maternal mRNAs showing asymmetric representation in early embryonic cells may represent a class 37

of transcripts that undergo post-transcriptional regulation important for cellular diversification. In this study, 38

we explore the mechanisms and functions of this patterning. 39

We report that several maternally inherited transcripts localize to subcellular regions within individual 40

cells. In general, the anterior-biased (AB cell-enriched) transcripts we surveyed tended to localize to 41

cell-peripheral regions, often where the proteins they encode function. In contrast, posterior-biased (P1 42

cell-enriched) transcripts formed clustered granules overlapping with P granules, membrane-less 43

compartments of RNAs and proteins that form liquid-liquid phase separated condensates or hydrogels 44

(recently reviewed in [Seydoux, 2018,Marnik and Updike, 2019]). 45

Understanding the roles of P granules (and other phase-separated condensates)) in localizing mRNAs 46

and impacting their expression is a major challenge in the field. It is possible that transcripts, like nos-2 and 47

others, associate with P granules for the purpose of forcing their translational repression. What is known is 48

that worms can recover from P granule disruption in early embryonic stages to properly specify the 49

germline [Gallo et al., 2010], but dysregulation of P granules that continues or occurs at later stages leads to 50

perturbations in germ cell development [Wang et al., 2014], disruption of gene expression regulatory 51

control [Campbell and Updike, 2015,Updike et al., 2014,Voronina et al., 2012] and fertility defects [Kawasaki 52

et al., 2004,Spike et al., 2014,Wang et al., 2014]. In early embryos, P granules are large, cytoplasmic, and 53

highly dynamic [Hird et al., 1996,Strome and Wood, 1982], but later grow into germ granules that coalesce 54

around the nucleus [Sheth et al., 2010] forming an extended nuclear pore complex environment and 55

branching into other microenvironment condensates such as mutator foci [Phillips et al., 2012] and 56

Z-granules [Wan et al., 2018]. 57

P granules house a growing number of identified protein components, but less is known about the RNA 58

molecules within them. cey-2, gld-1, mex-1, nos-2, and pos-1 mRNAs occupy P granules during embryonic 59

stages [Jud et al., 2007,Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999]. gld-1, mex-1, nos-2, par-3, pos-1, and skn-1 60

mRNAs occupy germ granules in adults, and to a greater extent, in arrested oocytes where granules become 61

large [Schisa et al., 2001,Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999]. In general, germ granules are enriched in 62
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oligo-dT and SL1-splice leader mRNAs and depleted (or at least unconcentrated) for rRNA [Schisa et al., 63

2001]. By expanding the list of P granule-associated transcripts, we hope to use their identities and 64

properties to better understand the link between P granules, mRNA localization, and regulatory control. 65

Many of the P granule-associated transcripts we identified were undergoing low or decreasing levels of 66

translation. Indeed, the well-studied, P granule-resident mRNA nos-2 is translationally repressed at early 67

embryonic stages [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Jadhav et al., 2008,Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999]. It is 68

possible that mRNA transcripts, like nos-2 and others, associate with P granules to promote their 69

translational repression. In contrast, it is also possible that transcripts with low translational activity 70

accumulate in P granules as a downstream step. In this study, we find that translational repression of nos-2 71

mRNA precedes nos-2 mRNA accumulation in P granules and can persist without P granule localization, 72

supporting the second model. Further, we found that forcing translational repression on homogenously 73

distributed transcripts directs them to P granules, again suggesting localization is a downstream step. 74

Overall, our work expands the list of membrane-associated mRNAs from 0 to 5 and P granule-associated 75

from roughly 10 to 16. Given our rate of discovering subcellular patterning among maternally inherited 76

transcripts (as opposed to zygotic transcripts), it is likely that maternally inherited transcripts are enriched 77

for subcellular patterning. By identifying and studying more numerous mRNAs with subcellular localization 78

in the C. elegans early embryo, we can better determine mechanisms and purposes of their localization in 79

early development. 80

Results 81

Maternally inherited mRNA transcripts display subcellular localization 82

Single-cell RNA-seq assays have identified transcripts that are differentially abundant between cells prior 83

to the onset of zygotic transcription in C. elegans [Hashimshony et al., 2012,Hashimshony et al., 84

2015,Osborne Nishimura et al., 2015,Tintori et al., 2016]. To verify the cell-specificity of these mRNAs and 85

visualize their localization, we selected several to image in fixed C. elegans embryos using single-molecule 86

resolution imaging (smFISH or smiFISH). We chose 8 AB-enriched transcripts, 8 P1-enriched transcripts, 4 87

uniformly distributed (maternal) transcripts, and 8 zygotically expressed transcripts. single-molecule 88

resolution imaging confirmed the cell-specific patterning predicted by RNA-seq for 7 out of 8 AB-enriched, 7 89

out of 8 P1-enriched transcripts, and 4 out of 4 symmetric transcripts. Strikingly, many maternally inherited 90

transcripts yielded subcellular localization patterns in addition to cell-specific patterning (Table 1, Fig. 1, 91

Fig. S1). 92

AB-enriched transcripts tended to localize to cell peripheries (Table 1). Specifically, AB-enriched erm-1 93

(Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin), lem-3 (LEM domain protein), ape-1 (APoptosis Enhancer), and tes-1 (TEStin 94

homolog) mRNAs accumulated there. ERM-1 protein also accumulates at cell-to-cell contacts where it 95

functions in the remodeling of apical junctions [Van Fürden et al., 2004]. Similarly, LEM-3, a nucleic acid 96

metabolizing enzyme, localizes to cell membranes (supplemental material of [Dittrich et al., 2012]) and 97

cytoplasmic foci. The localization of APE-1 and TES-1 proteins are uncharacterized, but they contain 98

domains known to associate with membranes (ankyrin-repeat domain in APE-1 and PET domain in 99

TES-1) [Bennett and Baines, 2001,Sweede et al., 2008]. For this paper, we focused on erm-1 as a 100

representative of this group (Fig. 1). 101

P1-enriched transcripts tended to aggregate into RNA granules in the P lineage (Table 1, Fig. 1 Fig. 102

S1). This included transcripts important in eggshell formation such as chs-1 (CHitin Synthase) and cpg-2 103

(Chondroitin ProteoGlycan), mitochondrial distribution and stress response such as clu-1 (yeast CLU-1 104

[CLUstered mitochondria] related), as well as the carbohydrate metabolizing enzyme ipgm-1 105

(cofactor-Independent PhosphoGlycerate Mutase homolog) (recently renamed from F57B10.3 ) [Fields et al., 106

1998,Maruyama et al., 2007,Olson et al., 2012,Zhang et al., 2004]. 107

Of the maternally inherited transcripts that distribute symmetrically at the 2-cell stage, only one of the 108

four we tested showed subcellular patterning (Table 1, Fig. S1). The transcript imb-2 (IMportin Beta family) 109

localized to nuclear peripheries, coincident with the location of its encoded protein, an Importin-β homologue 110

that facilitates nuclear pore complex import (Fig. 1). In no cases did we observe subcellular localization for 111
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mRNAs expressed zygotically suggesting that maternally loaded mRNAs may be over-represented for 112

subcellular localization (Table 1). 113

In addition to these surveyed transcripts, we also used smFISH to image nos-2 (NanOS related), a 114

previously reported mRNA resident of P granules required for germline maintenance and 115

fertility [Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999] (Table 1, Fig. 1). As expected, smFISH verified P granule 116

localization of nos-2 mRNA and showed granular patterning was coincident with P lineage enrichment – 117

both beginning at late 4-cell stage (Fig. 2). 118

To explore the dynamics of subcellular patterning through embryogenesis, we imaged key transcripts 119

from the 1-cell stage through hatching. The onset and persistence of subcellular mRNA localization varied 120

depending on the transcript and its biology (Fig. 2). chs-1 mRNA first localized to posterior clusters at the 121

1-cell or 2-cell stage but degraded over successive cell divisions until eventually completely dissipating by the 122

48-cell stage (Fig. 2) whereas imb-2 appeared at or near nuclear membranes in all stages assayed. This is 123

consistent with the roles of the proteins as CHS-1 is essential primarily for deposition of chitin in the eggshell 124

between oogenesis and egg-laying [Zhang et al., 2005] whereas the IMB-2 protein is required throughout the 125

life of the worm for nuclear import [Putker et al., 2013]. In contrast to chs-1, nos-2 mRNA distributed 126

homogeneously prior to the 4-cell stage of development. In the late 4-cell stage, nos-2 mRNA gathered into 127

clusters in the P lineage coincident with its degradation in somatic cells. These nos-2 mRNA clusters grew 128

in size until the 28-cell stage (Fig. 2). At the 28-cell stage, nos-2 transcripts became visible as individuals in 129

mRNA
maternal
v. zygotic

2-cell enrichment by
RNA-seq (ranking)

2-cell enrichment
by smFISH

patterning at 1-cell
to 16-cell by smFISH

notes

erm-1 maternal AB-enriched (1) AB-enriched cell periphery
C50E13.3 maternal AB-enriched (3) AB-enriched no
neg-1 maternal AB-enriched (4) AB-enriched no
lem-3 maternal AB-enriched (7) AB-enriched cell periphery
era-1 maternal AB-enriched (10) AB-enriched no
ape-1 maternal AB-enriched (26) symmetric cell periphery
mex-3 maternal AB-enriched (42) AB-enriched granular granules are in the P-lineage
tes-1 maternal AB-enriched (75) AB-enriched cell periphery variable
chs-1 maternal P1-enriched (1) P1-enriched granular
clu-1 maternal P1-enriched (4) P1-enriched granular
ipgm-1 maternal P1-enriched (25) P1-enriched granular also known as F57B10.3
cpg-2 maternal P1-enriched (30) P1-enriched granular
pgl-3 maternal P1-enriched (32) P1-enriched no

T24D1.3 maternal P1-enriched (40) P1-enriched granular
puf-3 maternal P1-enriched (75) symmetric granular
bpl-1 maternal P1-enriched (170) P1-enriched no

set-3 maternal symmetric symmetric no
granular in posterior
cells at later stages

gpd-2 maternal symmetric symmetric no
B0495.7 maternal symmetric symmetric no
imb-2 maternal symmetric symmetric no
elt-2 zygotic no
end-1 zygotic no
hlh-27 zygotic no
hsp-60 zygotic no
ref-1 zygotic no
tbx-32 zygotic no
tbx-38 zygotic no

Y75B12A.2 zygotic no

nos-2 maternal symmetric symmetric granular
previously reported
P granule mRNA

Table 1. A survey of early embryonic mRNA for localization patterns. We surveyed 20 maternally inherited mRNA for
localization patterns by smFISH (and in some cases, smiFISH [Tsanov et al., 2016]). Eight transcripts identified as AB-enriched
(blue), eight P1-enriched (green), and four symmetrically distributed (orange) in single-cell resolution RNA-seq data at the 2-cell
stage were surveyed [Osborne Nishimura et al., 2015]. Eight zygotically expressed transcripts were also surveyed (grey) [Tintori
et al., 2016]. As a control for P granule localization, nos-2 mRNA was included (yellow) [Schisa et al., 2001,Subramaniam and
Seydoux, 1999].
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Figure 1. Subcellular localization patterns of maternally inherited mRNAs. (A) mRNA localization patterns for
erm-1, chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, imb-2, and nos-2 are shown (Table 1, Fig. S1). They represent AB-enriched (blue), P1-enriched
(green), and symmetric (orange) maternal mRNAs and a known P granule control (yellow). Left: mRNA abundance through
the first four cell divisions as previously reported by single-cell RNA-seq data [Tintori et al., 2016] is illustrated as pictographs
with normalized transcript abundance values indicated to the lower right of each pictograph. Center: mRNA were imaged by
smFISH, and a representative 4-cell stage image for each shows the transcript of interest (green), DNA (DAPI, blue). set-3 (red)
was co-probed in each embryo, but is only shown in one for simplicity. mRNAs were concentrated at cell peripheries (erm-1,
blue arrows), clusters (chs-1, clu-1, and cpg-2, green arrows), nuclear peripheries (imb-2, orange arrows), or at known P granules
(nos-2, yellow arrow). Inset numbers represent the number of times patterning was observed out of the total 4-cell stage embryos
surveyed. Scale bars represent 10 µm. Right: Cartoon depictions of each mRNA of interest (green) are shown to emphasize
subcellular distribution patterns. (B) Cartoon depictions of the first five embryonic stages.
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the cytoplasm concurrent with a decrease in the size of nos-2 mRNA clusters. Translational regulation of 130

nos-2 is dynamic during these stages. nos-2 mRNA is translationally repressed prior to the 28-cell stage. 131

That repression is relieved at the 28-cell stage [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Jadhav et al., 2008]. Therefore, the 132

transition in RNA localization accompanies this transition in regulatory status. What was more surprising is 133

that nos-2 mRNA could both be observed free floating as individual mRNAs and localized into granules 134

prior to the 28-cell stage during its phase of translational repression. During the 1-cell, 2-cell, and early 4-cell 135

stages, nos-2 mRNA fails to produce protein, but also does not localize to clusters, illustrating that these 136

processes can be uncoupled. Altogether, subcellular transcript localization appears transient or persistent 137

depending on the encoded function of the mRNA. 138

Quantification strategies to characterize mRNA patterning 139

To better describe the subcellular mRNA patterns we observed, we detected individual mRNA molecules 140

in 3D images using FISH-quant [Mueller et al., 2013] and developed metrics to describe their localizations at 141

membranes or within clusters. 142

erm-1 mRNA appeared to localize to cell peripheries. To characterize this propensity in an unbiased 143

manner, we calculated the frequency with which erm-1 transcripts accumulated at increasing distances from 144

cell membranes (Fig. 2A). After normalizing for the decreasing volumes of each concentric space, we 145

determined erm-1 mRNA were twice as likely to occur within 5 microns of a cell membrane versus greater 146

than 5 microns from one. In contrast, homogenously distributed set-3 transcripts were equally likely to be 147

present at all distances (both measured using 10-micron bin sizes) (Fig. 2A). 148

Similarly, we calculated the frequency of imb-2 mRNA at increasing distances from the nuclear 149

periphery (Fig. 2B). imb-2 transcripts were twice as abundant within 10 microns from the nuclear membrane 150

versus at 10 microns or more from a nuclear membrane, again adjusting for volumes of these spaces. The 151

more ubiquitous set-3 transcripts showed no nuclear peripheral-enrichment. 152

In developing metrics to describe features of mRNA clusters, we found that overlapping mRNA signals 153

complicated the “single molecule” nature of smFISH which relies on sufficient spacing between individual 154

transcripts. To overcome this, we used a tiered approach, first identifying individual mRNAs [Mueller et al., 155

2013] and secondly applying the fluorescence intensities and volumes of the individuals to fit a Gaussian 156

Mixture Model (GMM) that estimates the number of molecules contributing to signal overlap (see Methods). 157

Deconvolved mRNA molecules could then be separated into clusters using a geometric nearest neighbor 158

approach [Ester, M., Kriegel, H. P., Sander, J., & Xu, 1996]. 159

To characterize mRNA clusters, we quantified the 1) the total number of mRNA molecules per embryo, 160

2) the total number of mRNA clusters per embryo, 3) the fraction of total mRNAs that localize into clusters 161

(as opposed to individuals), and 4) the estimated number of mRNAs within each cluster. We calculated these 162

measurements for four clustered transcripts (chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 ) at five stages of embryonic 163

development (Fig. 2C). This revealed differences between transcripts. For example, cpg-2 and nos-2 were 164

the most abundant (∼10,000 molecules per embryo) in contrast to chs-1 or clu-1 (∼2,500 molecules per 165

embryo) at the same timepoint (2-cell stage). The number of cpg-2 and nos-2 mRNA molecules comprising 166

each cluster increased over time whereas chs-1 and clu-1 did not. For nos-2, mRNA accumulated to a 167

maximum of 20 molecules per cluster or greater at the 24-cell stage, just prior to nos-2 ’s translational 168

activation. After this point, nos-2 mRNA clusters decreased in size, appearing dispersed in the cytoplasm. 169

All clustered transcripts exhibited marked differences in clustering statistics from the homogenously 170

distributed set-3 transcripts. 171

Clustered transcripts chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2 and nos-2 colocalize with markers of 172

P granules and, less frequently, with markers of P-bodies 173

mRNA clustering is typically indicative of localization into granules, membrane-less compartments that 174

concentrate mRNAs and proteins into liquid-liquid phase-separated condensates or hydrogels. Many types of 175

condensates exist, such as stress granules (associated with translationally repressed transcripts that 176

accumulate during stress), P-bodies (Processing bodies, associated with RNA processing enzymes), and germ 177

granules (associated with regulatory control in animal germ cells). In C. elegans germ granules are specifically 178
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Figure 2. Quantification of mRNA and their patterning. (A) The number of mRNA molecules (green dots) located
within binned distances from the cell cortex (blue lines) were tabulated and normalized to the volume of each concentric space.
The frequencies with which erm-1 mRNA and set-3 mRNA occurred at varying distances are shown. (B) The frequencies with
which mRNA appeared in relation to the nuclear peripheries were similarly calculated for imb-2 mRNA and set-3 mRNA. (C)
Several metrics of clustering were quantified for: chs-1 (red), clu-1 (ochre), cpg-2 (green), the known P granule resident nos-2
(blue), and the symmetric comparison set-3 (purple). We calculated the 1) total number of RNAs in each embryo, 2) total
number of clusters identified in each embryo, 3) fraction of total mRNAs within clusters, and 4) the average estimated number
of mRNA molecules per cluster within each embryo. The average of each metric and their standard deviation (shading) for each
transcript at five cell stages are shown representing a minimum of 5 embryos assayed. Significance indicates p-values derived
from multiple test corrected t-tests (NS > 0.05; 0.05 > * > 0.005; 0.005 > ** > 0.0005; 0.0005 > *** > 0.00005; 0.00005 > ****
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Figure 3. Posterior, clustered mRNAs co-localize with P granules
and P-bodies. (A) P granules are distinct from P-bodies in their locations,
functions, and marker proteins. (B) Fixed embryos were imaged for the
P granule protein GLH-1::GFP (green) and chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, or nos-2
transcripts (all in magenta). DNA (DAPI, blue) and DIC are also shown.
(C) The fraction of mRNA clusters overlapping with P granules (dark grey)
and P granule-independent clusters (light grey) was calculated by assessing
spatial overlap between mRNA clusters and GLH-1::GFP-marked P granules.
(D) Fixed embryos were imaged for the P-body protein marker PATR-1::GFP
amplified using immunofluorescence (green) with smFISH imaging of chs-1or
clu-1 mRNA (magenta), and DNA (DAPI, blue). Outset images illustrate
regions of co-localization.

called P granules in the early embryo 179

(Fig. 3A) (recently reviewed in [Seydoux, 180

2018,Marnik and Updike, 2019]) 181

where they differ from later-stage germ 182

granules in that they are free floating 183

in the cytoplasm and concentrate down 184

the P lineage with each successive cell 185

division. Dual mechanisms of preferential 186

coalescence/segregation in the P 187

lineage and disassembly/degradation in 188

somatic cells drives their concentration 189

in the P lineage [Brangwynne 190

et al., 2009,DeRenzo 191

et al., 2003,Wang et al., 2014]. 192

Given that we observed chs-1, 193

clu-1, and cpg-2 mRNAs clustered and 194

progressing down the P lineage, we 195

hypothesized that they may be within 196

P granules. To test this, we imaged 197

chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and, for comparison, 198

nos-2 by smFISH in worms expressing 199

P granule markers GLH-1::GFP (Fig. 200

3B) or PGL-1::GFP (Fig. 3). mRNA 201

clusters overlapped with both P granule 202

markers. 23% (cpg-2 ) to 75% (chs-1 ) 203

of identified mRNA clusters overlapped 204

with GLH-1::GFP-marked P granules at 205

the 4-cell stage, and their co-occurrence 206

increased thereafter (Fig. 3C). Larger 207

mRNA clusters were more likely to 208

co-occupy space with P granules (Fig. 4). Conversely, 13 – 57% of GLH-1::GFP marked P granules 209

contained an mRNA cluster of any individually queried transcript, suggesting some heterogeneity in their 210

content. Together, these findings illustrate that P-lineage enriched mRNA clusters in this study are P 211

granule-associated RNAs. 212

Depending on the transcript, 25% to 75% of RNA clusters, typically smaller clusters, were distinct from 213

P granule markers at the 4-cell stage. These occurred in P cells and their sisters (most evidently in EMS). 214

Because many of the clustered mRNAs we are studying (chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 ) degrade in early 215

embryogenesis (Fig. 2C), we hypothesized that the RNA clusters that did not overlap with P granule markers 216

were P-bodies. P-bodies, or Processing-bodies – as opposed to P granules – are associated with RNA decay 217

as they contain high concentrations of RNA degrading proteins (DCAP-1, Argonaute, and Xrn-1) [Parker 218

and Sheth, 2007] (Fig. 3A). In C. elegans, P granules and P-bodies share some protein components, but 219

specific proteins distinguish each [Gallo et al., 2008,Voronina et al., 2011]. To test our hypothesis, we imaged 220

chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 by smFISH concurrently with PATR-1::GFP (yeast PAT-1 Related) amplified 221

by immunofluorescence to mark P-bodies (See Materials and Methods, Fig. 5). chs-1 and clu-1 transcripts 222

were enriched in posterior cells whereas PATR-1::GFP predominantly localized to somatic cells. However, 223

within their regions of overlap, we identified co-localized clusters indicating that some clusters of chs-1 and 224

clu-1 mRNAs may reside within P-bodies (Fig. 3D). Many chs-1 and clu-1 mRNA clusters overlapped with 225

neither P granule nor P-body markers, leaving their identity a mystery. Whether these mRNA clusters are 226

stable or short-lived is currently unclear as fixed smFISH assays cannot resolve their dynamics. 227

Curiously, we noticed transcripts did not mix homogenously within P granules but occupied discrete 228

regions within granules depending on their type. For example, clu-1 mRNA typically surrounded a chs-1 229

mRNA core (Fig. 6). These observations are echoed by other reports of homo-typic mRNA spatial 230
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Figure 4. 3’UTRs of clustered, but not membrane associated transcripts, are sufficient for subcellular lo-
calization. The 3’UTRs of (A) erm-1, (B) imb-2, (E) cpg-2, and (G) nos-2 were appended to monomeric NeonGreen
(mex-5p::mNeonGreen::3’UTR of Interest) and introduced as a single copy insert into otherwise wild-type worms to test whether
3’UTRs of interest were sufficient to drive subcellular localization patterns observed for full length transcripts. Wild-type control
strains (top panels) and transgenic strains (bottom panels) were imaged by smFISH using probes hybridizing to the endogenous
mRNA of interest (left), mNeonGreen mRNA (middle) and merged (right). Representative 4-cell stage embryos are shown with
scale bars representing 10 µm. (B and D) Quantification of images shown in (A and C) indicating the normalized frequency
of (B) erm-1, or (D) imb-2 mRNA and mNeonGreen mRNA at increasing distances from cell peripheries. (F and H) The
estimated mRNA content per cluster from a minimum of 5 embryos at each of five binned stages of development are reported for
endogenous (F) cpg-2 or (H) nos-2 (magenta) and mNeonGreen reporters (green). p-values from multiple test corrected t-tests
are shown (NS > 0.05; 0.05 > * > 0.005)
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separation within germ granules [Eagle et al., 2018,Trcek et al., 2015] and suggest a complex organization to 231

granules and the mRNAs they contain. 232

3’UTRs were sufficient to direct mRNAs to P granules but not membranes 233

3’UTRs of transcripts have been implicated in driving subcellular localization of mRNAs in many 234

organisms [Martin and Ephrussi, 2009]. To determine whether 3’UTRs of transcripts in our study were 235

sufficient to direct mRNA localization, we appended 3’UTRs of interest onto mNeonGreen reporters 236

expressed from the mex-5 promoter in transgenic strains. We imaged mNeonGreen mRNA localization using 237

mNeonGreen smFISH probes alongside probe sets for endogenous mRNA in the same embryos. 238

3’UTRs of erm-1 and imb-2 were not sufficient to drive mRNA subcellular localization. Endogenous 239

erm-1 and imb-2 mRNAs localize to the cell or nuclear peripheries, respectively, but mNeonGreen mRNA 240

appended with erm-1 or imb-2 3’UTRs failed to recapitulate those patterns (Fig. 4A - 4D). However, the 241

imb-2 3’UTR did show evidence of mRNA destabilization as Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::imb-2 3’UTR yielded 242

fewer mNeonGreen mRNA than endogenous imb-2 transcripts or Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::erm-1 3’UTR 243

expressed under the same promoter. This suggests that sequences within the body of the imb-2 mRNA 244

and/or its successful localization are important for mRNA stability. Ultimately, we did not identify 245

sequences within erm-1 or imb-2 mRNAs sufficient to direct transcript localization. Either the 5’ regions of 246

the mRNA, the coding sequence of the mRNA, the full mRNA, a short N-terminal signal peptide, or some 247

larger aspect of the translated protein direct mRNA localization. 248

In contrast, 3’UTRs of chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 were sufficient to direct mNeonGreen mRNA to P 249

granules. Each of these Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::3’UTR-of-interest strains yielded mNeonGreen mRNA 250

transcripts localized to P granules coincident with the localization of their endogenous mRNA (Fig. 4E – 4H, 251

Fig. 7). The chs-1 3’UTR did exhibit some hallmarks of transcript destabilization given the comparative low 252

abundance of mNeonGreen::chs-1 3’UTR transcripts (Fig. 7A, B). 253

RNA localization trends with translational status 254

NOS-2 protein is translationally repressed in germline and early embryonic stages before becoming 255

translationally active in the P4 cell at the 28-cell stage with both repression and de-repression being 256

mediated by nos-2 ’s 3’UTR [D’Agostino et al., 2006]. NEONGREEN protein under control of the nos-2 257

3’UTR in our study phenocopied this reported pattern (Fig. 8A). neongreen fused to 3’UTRs of other 258

transcripts (erm-1, imb-2, chs-1, clu-1, or cpg-2 ) produced low levels of diffuse fluorescence, complicating 259

interpretation of their translational status (Fig. 8B). GFP fusions to ERM-1, CHS-1, and CPG-2 proteins 260

were more informative in illustrating the endogenous expression patterns of these proteins. 261

ERM-1::GFP localized to the cell cortex throughout embryogenesis consistent with the role of the 262

ERM-1 protein in linking the cortical actin cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane [Göbel et al., 2004,Van 263

Fürden et al., 2004] (Fig. 9A). CHS-1 and CPG-2 play a more transient role in development, evidenced by 264

GFP fusion reporters showing highest signal in the early cell stages (Fig. 9B, C). CHS-1 and CPG-2 work 265

together to form two different layers of the trilaminar eggshell. CHS-1 encodes a multipass membrane protein 266

that is activated and exocytosed upon fertilization to polymerize chitin forming the middle of the eggshell – 267

the chitin layer – thereby blocking polyspermy [Maruyama et al., 2007,Olson et al., 2012]. CHS-1 enzymes 268

then internalize stimulating exocytosis of CPG-1 and CPG-2 proteins that nucleate 5 and 34 chondroitin 269

molecules respectively to form the inner eggshell layer – the CPG layer. mRNAs encoding both chs-1 and 270

cpg-2 then decline as evidenced by our smFISH data. Indeed, a GFP fusion of CHS-1 show fluorescence at 271

the 1-cell stage, but rapidly disappears thereafter (Fig. 9B). CPG-2 appears external to the cells and persists 272

within the extracellular space but not within cells (Fig. 9C). Overall, transcripts undergoing active 273

expression localized to the cytoplasm or membranes whereas mRNA transcripts whose expression was 274

repressed, declining, or low tended to accumulate in P granules. 275
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Figure 5. RNA Binding Proteins (RBPs) that repress translation of nos-2 mRNA also impact degradation
and subcellular localization of other mRNAs. (A) A succession of RBPs cooperatively repress nos-2 translation from
oogenesis through the 28-cell stage (B)Depletion of these RBPs impacted RNA abundance and localization of nos-2 and other
posterior, clustered mRNA transcripts. The impact of depleting the MEX-3 RBP by RNAi is shown for chs-1 mRNA (magenta,
top) and nos-2 mRNA (magenta, bottom) as imaged by smFISH in a P granule marker strain (GLH-1::GFP, green). (C, D)
The (C) total number of mRNA molecules and (D) average number of mRNA molecules per cluster for four different RBP
knockdown conditions on five transcripts at five different cell stages are shown compared to the L4440 empty vector RNAi
control. At least 4 embryos were assayed for each data point. Standard deviations are shown as shaded ribbon regions. #
indicates data analyzed in (E). (E) Distributions of nos-2 mRNA cluster size under MEX-3, SPN-4 (ts), and dual MEX-3/SPN-4
depletion conditions at the 16 to 24-cell stage demonstrate decreased cluster sizes when compared to mock (L4440) depletion.
Significance indicates p-values derived from multiple test corrected t-tests (0.005 > ** > 0.0005; 0.0005 > *** > 0.00005)
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Translational repressors of NOS-2 are required for mRNA degradation of 276

multiple transcripts and are required for P granule localization of nos-2 mRNA 277

nos-2 is one of three nanos-related genes in the C. elegans genome and a member of the evolutionarily 278

conserved nanos family. Similar to Drosophila nanos mRNA, C. elegans nos-2 mRNA is contributed 279

maternally, concentrates in the progenitor germ lineage, is translationally repressed in oocytes and during 280

early embryogenesis, is translated with spatial specificity, and produces a protein whose final expression is 281

restricted only to germ cells [Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999]. C. elegans nos-2 is required for proper 282

development of the germ cells and is necessary with zygotically-expressed nos-1 for germ cell proliferation. 283

Translational repression of nos-2 is coordinated by four sequential RNA Binding Proteins (RBPs) – OMA-1, 284

OMA-2, MEX-3, and SPN-4 – that directly interact with the nos-2 3’UTR [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Jadhav 285

et al., 2008] (Fig. 5A). In oocytes, OMA-1 and OMA-2 are redundantly required to repress translation 286

through direct interactions with nos-2 ’s 3’UTR before they are degraded in the zygote. The RBPs MEX-3 287

and SPN-4 next take over. MEX-3 and SPN-4 repress nos-2 translation throughout the embryo, with SPN-4 288

being most effective in posterior cells. MEX-3 and SPN-4 both interact with either of two directly repeated 289

RNA sequences in the nos-2 3’UTR and function non-redundantly in the early embryo as RNAi or mutants 290

of either results in premature translation of a nos-2 reporter. This baton-passing of translational control has 291

been documented for other maternally inherited transcripts including zif-1 (an E3 ubiquitin ligase specific to 292

somatic cells) [Oldenbroek et al., 2012] and mom-2 (the Wnt ligand in P2) [Oldenbroek et al., 2013]. 293

Though the requirement for OMA-1, OMA-2, MEX-3, and SPN-4 to repress translation of nos-2 mRNA 294

is clear, due to limitations of previous techniques, it is not known whether they are required to localize nos-2 295

mRNA to P granules. To rectify this and to expand the question, we tested how depletion of these RBPs, 296

individually or in combinations, impacted the abundance and/or localization of four clustered mRNA 297

transcripts (chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 ) (Fig. 5A). True to published reports, individual knockdowns of 298

OMA-1 and OMA-2 had minimal phenotypes, but in combination yielded too few embryos to credibly test as 299

development arrests during oogenesis [Detwiler et al., 2001,Shimada et al., 2002]. Depletion of MEX-3 300

and/or SPN-4 led to an overabundance of embryo-wide chs-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 transcripts compared to 301

mock RNAi control, suggesting that MEX-3 and SPN-4 have a direct or indirect role in mRNA degradation 302

(Fig. 5B, C and Fig. 10). MEX-3 and SPN-4 are not required independently to accumulate chs-1, clu-1, or 303

cpg-2 mRNAs in P granules; however, double knockdown of MEX-3 and SPN-4 resulted in a loss of chs-1 304

localization to P granules (Fig. 10). Only the localization of nos-2 mRNA to P granules was severely 305

disrupted by MEX-3 or SPN-4 loss independently as evidenced by the missing nos-2 clusters in smFISH 306

images (Fig. 5D, E) and corresponding decrease in the average number of mRNA molecules per cluster (Fig. 307

5C). Together, these findings suggest that MEX-3 and SPN-4 are required for both nos-2 ’s translational 308

repression and P granule localization [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Jadhav et al., 2008]. Further, the role of 309

MEX-3 and SPN-4 in RNA degradation is separable from their roles in mRNA localization to P granules as 310

chs-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 require MEX-3 and SPN-4 for RNA clearance whereas only nos-2 and chs-1 rely on 311

them for P granule localization. 312

RBPs that relieve NOS-2 translational repression impact nos-2 localization 313

differently 314

nos-2 mRNA is translationally repressed in the germline, through fertilization, and is only released from 315

repression at the 28-cell stage of development when NOS-2 protein is exclusively produced in the P4 316

cell [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999,Tenenhaus et al., 2001]. nos-2 mRNA 317

localizes to P granules in the adult germline [Schisa et al., 2001], but appears distinct from P granules at the 318

1-cell and 2-cell stages (this study). Between the 4-cell and 28-cell stages, nos-2 progressively re-accumulates 319

into P granules reaching a maximum average density of 20 – 30 mRNA molecules per P granule prior to the 320

28-cell stage (Fig. 2, Fig. 2C). At the 28-cell stage of development when NOS-2 translation 321

begins [Subramaniam and Seydoux, 1999], we observed nos-2 mRNA becoming dispersed in the cytoplasm 322

external to P granules (Fig. 6A). This could suggest that nos-2 mRNA emerges from P granules when it 323

becomes actively translated, supported by the fact that P granules are devoid of key ribosomal components 324

required for translation [Schisa et al., 2001]. 325
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Given that loss of nos-2 translational repression led to loss of nos-2 mRNA localization within P 326

granules (above, Fig. 5), we sought to determine the effects of prolonged nos-2 translational repression. We 327

imaged nos-2 mRNA by smFISH under pie-1 and pos-1 RNAi knock-down conditions. PIE-1 and POS-1 328

RBPs both encode proteins that assist in relieving the translational repression of nos-2 at the 28-cell 329

stage [D’Agostino et al., 2006,Tenenhaus et al., 2001]. Interestingly, the two knock-down conditions yielded 330

different results. Under pos-1 RNAi, nos-2 mRNA failed to appear in the cytoplasm and instead remained 331

associated predominantly with P granules (Fig. 6A), correlating with its translationally inactive status. In 332

contrast, depletion of PIE-1 had the opposite effect. PIE-1 is an RBP that plays a three-fold role contributing 333

to nos-2 stabilization, NOS-2 translational activation, and germline transcriptional repression [D’Agostino 334

et al., 2006,Tenenhaus et al., 2001]. Upon disruption of PIE-1, nos-2 mRNA molecules undergo progressive 335

degradation in the P lineage due to the inappropriate transcription of somatic genes within the P lineage. If 336
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Figure 6. RBPs that regulate translation of NOS-2 differentially impact nos-2 mRNA subcellular localization.
(A, B) The impact of depleting POS-1 (A) or PIE-1 (B), two RBPs important for translation activation of nos-2 mRNA at
the 28-cell stage, was assayed. chs-1 mRNA (magenta) and nos-2 mRNA (magenta) were imaged in knock-down and control
conditions using smFISH in a GLH-1::GFP expressing strain. DNA was also stained with DAPI to illustrate developmental stage.
The 28-cell stage is shown for pos-1 RNAi conditions to illustrate the point in development when nos-2 becomes translationally
active. 8-cell stage embryos are shown for pie-1 RNAi conditions to illustrate a stage when nos-2 is still repressed. (C)
Schematic showing a summary of phenotypes exhibited in knocking down RBPs that promote or inhibit nos-2 translation and
their impact on NOS-2 protein production (inferred from references) and nos-2 mRNA localization (Fig. 5, Fig. 6).
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this degradation phenotype is abrogated by concurrent loss of ama-1 (encoding RNA Polymerase II), nos-2 337

mRNA molecules remain but in the absence of PIE-1 fails to produce NOS-2 protein, illustrating that PIE-1 338

also contributes to optimal translation of NOS-2 in the P lineage. Upon pie-1 depletion, we confirmed 339

premature nos-2 mRNA degradation; however, we were surprised to see a complete loss of nos-2 localization 340

to P granules despite nos-2 being translationally inactive at these stages [Tenenhaus et al., 2001]. 341

(Fig. 6B). Initially, we suspected that P lineage identity was dysfunctional in these embryos leading to the 342

loss of wild-type P granule function. However, P granules are clearly present in these embryos by 343

GLH-1::GFP marker proteins and they accumulate other mRNAs such as clu-1 (Fig. 6, Fig. 11). Because 344

nos-2 mRNA is not translated upon pie-1 disruption [Tenenhaus et al., 2001], this suggests that the 345

translational repression of nos-2 and its localization to P granules can be uncoupled, perhaps mimicking a 346

somatic-cell-like state in the P lineage. 347

Taken together, RBP knockdown conditions that disrupt nos-2 mRNA translational repression also 348

disrupt nos-2 mRNA P granule association (mex-3 (RNAi) and spn-4 (ts)). In contrast, an RBP knockdown 349

condition that prolongs nos-2 translational repression fails to release nos-2 transcripts from P granules 350

(pos-1 (RNAi)). Therefore, the localization of nos-2 mRNA in P granules is largely coincident with a 351

translationally repressed state (Fig. 6C). It is not a perfect association, however. We observed several cases 352

where nos-2 mRNA remains translationally repressed even though they do not localize to P granules: 1) in 1- 353

to 2-cell stage embryos where an abundance of cluster-independent nos-2 mRNA are present throughout 354
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Figure 7. Homogenously distributed transcripts
form clusters when subjected to heat shock
stress. The transcripts gpd-2, set-3, and B0495.7 (ma-
genta) are homogenously distributed in 4-cell embryos
raised at 20◦C (top). These transcripts become recruited
to GLH-1::GFP labeled P granules (green) and other
uncharacterized mRNA clusters following a 25 minute
30◦C heat shock (bottom). DNA was also stained with
DAPI to illustrate developmental stage.

the embryo; 2) in somatic cells of the early embryo 355

that contain numerous individual nos-2 mRNA 356

(up to ∼80%); and 3) in pie-1 mutants where nos-2 357

fails to localize to P granules. These findings illustrate 358

nos-2 translational repression can occur independently of 359

transcript localization and translational repression is not 360

dependent on P granule residency. Further, it illustrates 361

an order of operations in which translational repression 362

precedes P granule localization during development. 363

Disrupting translation promotes 364

P granule localization 365

We speculated whether P granule localization was a 366

natural consequence that befalls transcripts experiencing 367

low rates of translation or complete repression. We were 368

led to this hypothesis by several lines of evidence. nos-2, 369

chs-1, and cpg-2 mRNAs are either known or likely to 370

be undergoing minimal translation in early embryogenesis 371

and all localized to P granules in our studies. Further, 372

P granules are depleted for rRNA, suggesting that 373

protein synthesis does not occur within them [Schisa 374

et al., 2001]. Finally, under heat, osmolarity, or oxidative 375

stress, cells slow or stop translation and concurrently 376

form stress granules (phase condensate compartments) 377

that store up to 95% of untranslated transcripts [Khong 378

et al., 2017], an example of low translational status 379

resulting in mRNA sequestration into condensates. 380

To determine whether altering the translational 381

status of mRNAs could change their localization within 382

the cell, we disrupted translational initiation through 383

heat exposure. Embryos exposed to 30◦C for 25 minutes 384

repress protein synthesis at the level of translational 385

initiation. We observed that transcripts that are normally 386
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homogenously distributed throughout the cytoplasm and across the embryo coalesced into P granules 387

stimulated by this heat stress. We observed this for three transcripts, set-3 (SET domain containing), gpd-2 388

(Glycerol-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase), and B0495.7 (predicted metalloprotease) (Fig. 7). Therefore, loss of 389

protein synthesis was able to ectopically stimulate otherwise homogenous mRNA transcripts to accumulate 390

in P granules. This further indicates that P granule accumulation is a downstream step of translational 391

repression and that P granule accumulation requires translational repression or low levels of translation to 392

stimulate the localization of a transcript. 393

Discussion 394

Translational repression of mRNA is necessary and sufficient for P granule 395

localization 396

In this study, we report several maternally inherited mRNAs with subcellular localization in early C. 397

elegans embryos. In many cases, these patterns of localization are linked to the RNA’s translational status, 398

particularly in the case of P granule-associated transcripts that have low rates of translation or are fully 399

repressed. We envisioned translationally repressed transcripts could accumulate in P granules by different 400

mechanisms. Either mRNAs are actively brought to P granules for the purpose of translational repression 401

(due to the paucity of ribosomal components there), or they are translationally repressed in the cytoplasm 402

leading to accumulation in P granules as a downstream step. In the case of nos-2 our evidence supports the 403

second model in which translational repression precedes and directs P granule localization. Though nos-2 404

mRNA translational repression and P granule localization strongly correlated, we observed situations where 405

these properties were uncoupled (1-cell stage, somatic cells, and upon pie-1 depletion). In these cases, nos-2 406

translational repression did not depend on localization to P granules. Further, translational down-regulation 407

occurred before P granule localization. We showed that transcripts can ectopically localize into P granules 408

upon disruption of translational initiation, illustrating that translational repression is sufficient to direct P 409

granule localization. Together, these findings support the model that mRNAs of low translational status 410

accumulate in P granules as a downstream step. 411

P granules functionally echo stress granules and P-bodies by accumulating 412

transcripts of low translational status 413

mRNAs that localize to P granules can still be observed as individuals within the cytoplasm. Indeed, 414

from 7% (clu-1, 26-48-cell stage) to 53% (clu-1, 8-cell stage) of total mRNAs of different species localized to 415

clusters as opposed to being present as individuals. This echoes situations where stress-induced translational 416

disruption promotes transcripts to move into stress granules. In those cases, 10% of bulk mRNA and up to 417

95% of specific transcripts move into stress granules only returning to the cytoplasm after the stress has 418

passed [Khong et al., 2017]. Though stress granules and germ granules (like P granules) are distinct, they 419

appear to have some functionality in common. 420

Future studies will uncover more detailed causal relationships between translational regulatory control 421

and the subcellular localization patterns we have discovered. Indeed, the early embryo presents us with a 422

unique opportunity to uncover novel mechanisms of post-transcriptional gene regulatory control as our 423

observations of existing mRNA populations are not confounded by de novo transcription. 424

Different transcripts accumulate in P granules through different mechanisms 425

We identified six new genes from the list of P1-enriched transcripts [Osborne Nishimura et al., 2015] that 426

yielded clustered patterns of mRNA localization. We select three of these (chs-1, clu-1, and cpg-2 ) for 427

further study. All three transcripts localized to P granules in 3’UTR-dependent manners. However, these 428

transcripts did not rely on the same RBPs (MEX-3, SPN-4, and PIE-1) to the same extent as did nos-2 for 429

localization into granules. What, then, directs clu-1 and cpg-2 to P granules? What drives the differences 430

between chs-1 and nos-2 ’s dependence on MEX-3 and SPN-4? The answer may lie in their biology. CHS-1 431
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and CPG-2 are translationally activated by fertilization but they decrease in both mRNA abundance and in 432

protein production shortly thereafter. Therefore, whether translation is repressed temporarily as in the case 433

of nos-2 or permanently and followed by degradation as in the case of chs-1 or cpg-2 it is possible that 434

minimal translational activity can generally lead to P granule accumulation. Because each transcript has 435

varied dependence on MEX-3, SPN-4, and PIE-1 for their localization to P granules, it suggests different sets 436

of RBPs interpret the 3’UTR-directed sequence information encoding their fates in different manners. 437

mRNA degradation plays a role in shaping transcript localization patterns 438

Transcripts of chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 accumulate in the P granules of progenitor germ cells at the 439

same time they disappear from somatic cells. These linked mechanisms concentrate transcripts down the P 440

lineage. All transcripts tested required MEX-3 and SPN-4 for degradation in somatic cells, yet nos-2 441

specifically required both of these RBPs for strong accumulation in P granules. chs-1 and cpg-2 mRNAs 442

were also altered in their localization upon loss of these RBPs, but not to the same extent as nos-2. Together 443

these findings suggest a mechanism in which P granule and/or P lineage localization of these transcripts 444

protects mRNAs from MEX-3 and SPN-4-dependent degradation pathways while promoting their 445

recruitment to P granules. This mechanism of local protection coupled to generalized degradation has also 446

been evoked to explain how Drosophila nanos concentrates at posterior regions of the embryonic syncytium 447

in that specie [Lasko, 2012]. Similarly, we found the 3’UTR of imb-2 fused to mNeonGreen elicited 448

mNeonGreen mRNA decay suggesting that imb-2 localizes to nuclei by a 3’UTR-independent mechanism 449

that protects it from its own 3’UTR-dependent degradation. Together, these findings illustrate how RNA 450

degradation can carve out cell-specific patterning and how subcellular localization can protect RNAs to 451

preserve them in specific regions of the cell and embryo. 452

Of the 8 P1-enriched transcripts we imaged using smFISH, all overlapped with P granule markers. We 453

are interested to determine the translational states of more of these transcripts to determine whether the 454

correlation between P granule localization and low translational status holds. We are intrigued by the 455

possibility that translational status directs P granule residency, and P granule residency, in turn, directs 456

enrichment down the P lineage. This explains how mRNAs may be retained and concentrated in specific 457

lineages even in the absence of de novo transcription. 458

Peripheral transcripts often encode membrane-associated proteins 459

Half of the anterior, AB-enriched transcripts we surveyed by smFISH accumulated at the cell periphery. 460

These transcripts included erm-1 (Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin), lem-3 (LEM domain protein), ape-1 (APoptosis 461

Enhancer), and tes-1 (TEStin homolog). ERM-1 proteins also localize to the apical plasma membrane where 462

they link the cortical actin cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane, suggesting a functional linkage between 463

mRNA and protein localization [Van Fürden et al., 2004]. Further, LEM-3 localizes to apical membranes, the 464

midbody, and cytoplasmic foci [Dittrich et al., 2012]. The localizations of APE-1 and TES-1 are currently 465

uncharacterized, but these proteins harbor domains associated with membrane localization [Bennett and 466

Baines, 2001,Sweede et al., 2008]. In addition, we discovered that the symmetrically distributed (at the 2-cell 467

stage) transcript imb-2 (IMportin Beta) localized preferentially at nuclear membranes, the same localization 468

where the protein it encodes functions [Putker et al., 2013]. The concordance between localization of mRNA 469

and the proteins they encode suggest that either the transcripts are directed to membranes for the purpose of 470

local translation or they are passively dragged along behind the growing peptide as it localizes to its final 471

destination. Current genomics assays have illustrated that mRNAs can associate with membranes and/or the 472

ER in both translationally-dependent and -independent ways, suggesting both models are possible. 473

Computational toolkit for assessing mRNA patterning 474

We developed techniques to quantify and computationally describe the subcellular patterns we observed. 475

By identifying individual mRNAs in relationship to cellular landmarks or in relation to one another, we could 476

quantitate our findings and illustrate differences. Doing so, we were able to estimate the number of mRNAs 477

of different types within P granules. We found that transcripts in P lineage cells were often present at 8 – 12 478
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transcripts per granule but nos-2 mRNA in particular could accumulate to higher titers (>20 molecules per 479

granule) just prior to the onset of nos-2 translation, indicating a high concentration of nos-2 mRNA in P 480

granules at that stage. Overall, we expect our approach of determining the proximity of RNAs in relation to 481

cellular landmarks and deconvolving overlapping smFISH signals will be of broad interest. 482

mRNA localization is a widespread feature of cell biology 483

Diverse examples of transcript-specific mRNA localization have been described across the tree of life 484

ranging from bacteria [Fei and Sharma, 2018] to humans [Khalil et al., 2018]. Major inroads in 485

understanding mRNA localization patterns and their mechanisms and functions have been contributed by a 486

variety of organisms including yeast (ASH-1 mRNA defines mother versus bud cell identity), Drosophila 487

oocytes and early embryos (oskar, bicoid, gurken, and nanos impact cell fate and embryonic development), 488

and mammalian neurons (β-actin assists in axonal guidance). In almost all of these systems, localization of 489

mRNAs correlating with modes of post-transcriptional regulatory control. Initially, the oocyte and neurons 490

were hypothesized to represent special cases where mRNA localization played an augmented role due to the 491

multi-nucleate nature of the Drosophila syncytium or the complex morphology of a nerve cell. However, 492

recent advances in mRNA imaging and proximity labeling are starting to suggest mRNA localization and its 493

control is more widespread. A new perspective is emerging to encompass mRNA localization control as a 494

general feature of cell biology. 495

Materials and Methods 496

C. elegans maintenance 497

C. elegans strains were maintained using standard procedures [Brenner, 1974]. Worms were grown at 498

20◦C and reared on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM: 3 g/L NaCl; 17 g/L agar; 2.5 g/L peptone; 5 mg/L 499

cholesterol; 1 mM CaCl2; 1 mM MgSO4; 2.7 g/L KH2PO4; 0.89 g/L K2HPO4). C. elegans strains generated 500

in this study were derived from the standard laboratory strain, Bristol N2. Strains used in this study are 501

listed in Supplementary Table 1. 502

3’UTR Reporter Constructs 503

The plasmid pMTNCSU7 was generated to express mNeonGreen as an N-terminal fluorescent reporter. 504

Starting with a Pmex-5::neongreen::neg-1::neg-1-3’UTR plasmid derived from the MosSCI-based plasmid 505

pCFJ150, we replaced the neg-1 sequences with an NheI/BglII/EcoRV multiple cloning site using inverse 506

PCR. 3’UTRs were PCR amplified and cloned into the NheI site of pMTNCSU7 using Gibson cloning (NEB) 507

to create pDMP45 (Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::nos-2 3’UTR), pDMP47 (Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::cpg-2 3’UTR), 508

pDMP48 (Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::chs-1 3’UTR), pDMP91 (Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::clu-1 3’UTR), pDMP111 509

(Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::imb-2 3’UTR), and pDMP112 (Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::erm-1 3’UTR). Plasmids used 510

in this study are listed in Supplementary Table 2. Primers used for 3’UTR amplification can be found in 511

Supplementary Table 3. 512

C. elegans Single-Copy Transgenesis by CRISPR 513

Pmex-5::mNeonGreen::3UTR strains were generated from N2 worms by CRISPR targeting to the 514

ttTi5605 MosSCI site [Dickinson et al., 2013]. Guide RNA targeting the ttTi5605 MosSCI site and Cas9 515

protein were co-expressed from the plasmid pDD122 while plasmids pDMP45, pDMP47, pDMP48, pDMP91, 516

pDMP111, and pDMP112 were used as repair templates. Three vectors containing mCherry tagged pGH8 517

(Prab-8::mCherry neuronal co-injection marker), pCFJ104 (Pmyo-3::mCherry body wall muscle co-injection 518

marker), and pCFJ90 (Pmyo-2::mCherry pharyngeal co-injection marker) as well as one containing the 519

heat-shock activated PEEL-1 counter-selectable marker (pMA122) were coinjected. mNeonGreen and 520

mCherry positive animals were identified as F1 progeny and singled to new plates until starvation. Starved 521

plates were then subjected to a 4-hour incubation at 34◦C to counter-select, followed by an overnight recovery 522
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at 25◦C. Plates were then screened for living worms that did not express the mCherry coinjection markers. 523

Worms that showed no fluorescence from the presence of extrachromosomal arrays were singled to establish 524

lines, which were confirmed for single-copy insertion by PCR using the primers in Supplementary Table 3. 525

smFISH 526

single molecule Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (smFISH) was performed based on the TurboFish 527

protocol with updates specific to C. elegans and using new Biosearch reagents [Femino et al., 1998,Osborne 528

Nishimura et al., 2015,Raj et al., 2008,Raj and Tyagi, 2010,Shaffer et al., 2013]. Custom Stellaris FISH 529

Probes were designed against target transcripts (Supplementary Table 4) by utilizing the Stellaris RNA FISH 530

Probe Designer (Biosearch Technologies, Inc., Petaluma, CA) available online at 531

www.biosearchtech.com/stellarisdesigner (version 4.2). The embryos were hybridized with Stellaris RNA 532

FISH Probe sets labeled with Cal Fluor 610 or Quasar 670 (Biosearch Technologies, Inc.), following the 533

manufacturer’s instructions available online at www.biosearchtech.com/stellarisprotocols. Briefly, young 534

adult worms were bleached for embryos, suspended in 1 ml -20◦C methanol, quickly vortexed, and freeze 535

cracked in liquid nitrogen. Embryos were stored in methanol at -20◦C for 1-24 hours. After fixation, embryos 536

were equilibrated briefly in Stellaris Wash Buffer A (Biosearch, SMF-WA1-60) before hybridization in 100 µl 537

Stellaris Hybridization buffer (Biosearch, SMF-HB1-10) containing 10% formamide and 50 picomoles of each 538

primer set. The hybridization reaction was incubated at 37◦C overnight. Hybridized embryos were then 539

washed twice for 30 min in Stellaris Wash Buffer A with the second wash containing 1 µg/ml of DAPI. 540

Following counterstaining, a final wash in Stellaris Wash Buffer B (Biosearch, SMF-WB1-20) was carried out 541

before storage with n-propyl gallate antifade (10 ml 100% glycerol, 100 mg N-propyl gallate, 400 µl 1M Tris 542

pH 8.0, 9.6 ml DEPC treated H2O) prior to slide preparation. Embryos were mounted based on original 543

descriptions in [Ji and van Oudenaarden, 2012], using equal volumes hybridized embryos resuspended in 544

N-propyl gallate antifade and Vectashield antifade (Vector Laboratories, H-1000). smFISH image stacks were 545

acquired on a Photometrics Cool Snap HQ2 camera using a DeltaVision Elite inverted microscope (GE 546

Healthcare), with an Olympus PLAN APO 60X (1.42 NA, PLAPON60XOSC2) objective, an Insight SSI 547

7-Color Solid State Light Engine, and SoftWorx software (Applied Precision) using 0.2 µm z-stacks. 548

Representative images were deconvolved using Deltavision (SoftWorx) deconvolution software. Images were 549

further processed using FIJI [Schindelin et al., 2012]. Initial characterization of subcellular localization for 550

the transcripts erm-1, imb-2, chs-1, clu-1, cpg-2, and nos-2 was performed in conjunction with the 551

homogenous transcript set-3 as a negative control for subcellular localization (Data not shown). 552

smiFISH 553

single-molecule inexpensive FISH was performed as in [Tsanov et al., 2016] using FLAPY primary probe 554

extensions and secondary probes. Briefly, between 12 and 24 primary probes were designed using 555

Oligostan [Tsanov et al., 2016] and ordered in 25 nmol 96-well format from IDT diluted to 100 µM in IDTE 556

buffer pH 8.0. Secondary FLAPY probes were ordered from Stellaris LGC with dual 5’ and 3’ fluorophore 557

labeling using either Cal Fluor 610 or Quasar 670. Individual probes were combined to a final concentration 558

of 0.833 µM. 2 µl of primary probe mixture were mixed with 1 µl 50 µM FLAPY secondary probe, 1 µl NEB 559

buffer 3, and 6 µl DEPC treated H2O. The primary and secondary probe mixtures were then incubated in a 560

thermocycler at 85◦C for 3 min., 65◦C for 3 min., and 25◦C for 5 min. to anneal. 2 µl of annealed probe 561

mixtures were then used as normal smFISH probe sets as above. smiFISH probe sequences are listed in 562

Supplementary Table 4. 563

smFISH plus Immunofluorescence 564

smFISH combined with immunofluorescence was performed similarly to smFISH with slight modifications. 565

N2 and DUP98 patr-1(sam50[patr-1::GFP::3xFLAG])II [Andralojc et al., 2017] embryos were harvested as 566

above with the exception that they were resuspended in methanol, freeze cracked in liquid nitrogen for 1 567

min., and transferred to acetone after ∼5 min. total in methanol. Embryos were then incubated in acetone 568

for 25 min. before proceeding to hybridization/immunofluorescence. smFISH was then performed as above 569
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with the exception that 2.37 µg/ml Janelia Fluor 549 (Tocris, Cat. No. 6147) conjugated anti-GFP 570

nanobody (Chromotek, gt-250) was incubated with the embryos overnight in hybridization buffer. 571

Initial quantification of smFISH micrographs 572

Initial characterization of mRNA counts from smFISH micrographs were performed using a standard 573

FISH-quant [Mueller et al., 2013] analysis. Briefly, embryos were manually outlined, 3D LoG filtered using 574

default FISH-quant parameters (Size = 5, Standard deviation = 1), and spots were pre-detected using a local 575

maximum fitting, and RNAs were detected using a manually determined image-dependent intensity and 576

quality threshold with sub-region fitting of 2 pixels in the x and y axes and 3 pixels in the z axis. 577

Post-processing to calculate the different location metrics was performed as described below with 578

custom written Matlab and Python code. The Python code is implemented as plugins for the image 579

processing platform ImJoy [Ouyang et al., 2019]. Source code and detailed description are provided here 580

https://github.com/muellerflorian/parker-rna-loc-elegans 581

Quantification of Cortical RNA Localization 582

Quantification of transcript localization to the cell cortex was performed using the web application 583

ImJoy [Ouyang et al., 2019]. RNAs were first detected as above using FISH-quant. Individual cell outlines 584

were then manually annotated in FIJI for each Z-stack in the micrograph, excluding the uppermost and 585

lowermost stacks where cells are flattened against the slide or coverslip. The distance of each RNA was then 586

measured from the nearest annotated membrane and binned in 10 µm increments. Total number of RNAs 587

per bin were then normalized by the volume of the concentric spheres they occupied. After this 588

normalization, values larger than 1 indicate that for this distance more RNAs are found compared to a 589

randomly distributed sample. 590

Quantification of Nuclear Peripheral RNA Localization 591

Quantification of transcript localization to the nuclear periphery was also performed using the ImJoy. 592

RNAs were first detected as above using FISH-quant. Embryos were then manually outlined to create an 593

upper limit for RNA distance from the nucleus. Individual nuclei were then annotated by binarizing DAPI 594

micrographs to create a nuclear mask. The distance of each RNA was then measured from the nearest 595

annotated nuclear membrane and binned in 10 µm increments. Negative distance indicates positioning 596

within the nuclear mask. Total number of RNAs per bin were then normalized for volume as described above 597

for cell membrane localization. 598

Quantification of RNA Clustering 599

Detection of RNA molecules was performed in the 3D image stacks with FISH-quant [Mueller et al., 600

2013]. Positions of individual RNA molecules within dense clusters, were determined with a recently 601

developed approach using the signal of isolated RNAs to decompose these clusters [Samacoits et al., 2018]. 602

Post-processing to calculate the different location metrics was performed as described below with custom 603

written Matlab and Python code. The Python code is implemented in user-friendly plugins for the image 604

processing platform ImJoy [Ouyang et al., 2019]. Source code and all scripts used for analysis and figure 605

generation are available here https://github.com/muellerflorian/parker-rna-loc-elegans 606

To quantify the number of individual mRNAs in mRNA clusters, the total number of clusters per 607

embryo, and the fraction of mRNAs in clusters a custom MATLAB script was implemented. FISH-quant 608

detection settings were used to identify candidate mRNA clusters from smFISH micrographs using a 609

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The GMM differentiates independent, single mRNAs from groups of 610

clustered mRNAs by probabilistically fitting a predicted RNA of average intensity and size over each 611

FISH-quant detected RNA. GMM fitting then provided coordinates of both independent RNAs and the 612

modeled coordinates of each RNA that composes a cluster. The decomposed coordinates of each RNA in the 613
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embryo were then used by a Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) 614

algorithm to quantitatively analyze cluster size and number. 615

Quantifying RNA cluster overlap with GLH-1::GFP 616

To determine the degree of overlap between RNA clusters and P granules labeled with GLH-1::GFP a 617

hybrid Matlab-ImJoy pipeline was implemented. RNA clusters were identified as described above. The 618

occupied volume of these clusters in the image was calculated as the convex hull around all RNAs positions 619

within a cluster with the SciPy function ConvexHull. Location of P granules was determined in 3D with a 620

Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) blob detection method (with the scikit-image function blog log). RNA clusters 621

and P granules were considered to co-localize when their 3D volumes at least partly overlap. This allowed 622

quantification of the number of independent P granules, RNA clusters, and RNA clusters that overlap with P 623

granules. 624

RNAi Feeding for smFISH Microscopy 625

dsRNA feeding was executed as previously described [Sawyer et al., 2011]. Mixed stage worms were 626

bleached to harvest and synchronize embryos. Harvested embryos were deposited on RNAi feeding plates and 627

grown at 25◦C until gravid. Embryos were harvested and smFISH was conducted. For each gene targeted by 628

RNAi, we performed at least three independent replicates of feeding and smFISH using L4440 empty vector 629

as a negative control and pop-1 RNAi as a 100% embryonic lethal positive control. For experiments using 630

the spn-4 temperature sensitive allele, spn-4(or191) V, worms were grown at 15◦C until gravid, bleached for 631

embryos, and split into 15◦C negative control and 25◦C query conditions while plating on L4440, mex-3, or 632

pop-1 RNAi conditions. 633
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